1. Introduction. We outline a simple procedure for constructing resolutions for a large class of algebras including the Steenrod algebra and the universal enveloping algebras. It is classical that the cohomology groups of a Lie algebra may be computed using the Koszul resolution [2, Chapter 8, §7 ]. This resolution is particularly nice because it is a small subcomplex of the bar resolution. Our resolutions are conceptually analogous and so we call them Koszul resolutions and the algebras for which they are defined Koszul algebras. For each such algebra A we give (Theorem 3) an explicit differential algebra whose homology is the cohomology algebra H*(A). Our theory ( §3, (1) , (2)) subsumes May's generalization of the classical Koszul resolution and his resolution for a restricted Lie algebra in characteristic 2 [3] . In the (motivating) case of the Steenrod algebra we also retrieve ( §3, (3)) the A algebra of Kan et al. [l] .
A detailed treatment of our results will appear in Let A be a homogeneous pre-Koszul algebra with generators {a*}. Then as an algebra A=E°A and so A may be bigraded (with the first gradation length). Therefore H*(A) =*Exti*(P, F) is trigraded. The set {ai} is a basis for the set of indecomposable elements of A,
has basis {a { } where a&EP^A) corresponds to a»G^4i.«. We say that A is a homogeneous Koszul algebra if the cohomology algebra is generated by the set {ce»}. This is equivalent to the condition H 8 ' Ptq (A) = 0 unless s~p. We say that a pre-Koszul algebra A is a Koszul algebra if E°A is a homogeneous Koszul algebra. 
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If R -F-L then t « aw injection of differential co-algebras.
The following is the main theorem of our theory: THEOREM 
If Ais a Koszul algebra then Tor*,* (R, L) is the homology of the Koszul complex K*(R, A, L).
SKETCH OF THE PROOF. The filtration of A induces a filtration of the bar construction B(R, A, L).
There results a spectral sequence £*,* = R®H+#(E°A) ®L=>Tor*,*(.R, L) whose (E\ d^-term is readily seen to be the Koszul complex K* (R, A, L) . Since A is Koszul, H"p(E°A) = 0 for S9^p and so the sequence collapses (E? = E°°).
Since
For simplicity we shall limit our discussion here to the case
R = F=L. Since K*(F, A, F) is a differential co-algebra it follows that K*(F, A, F) is a differential algebra. It is important to note that K*(F, A, F) admits an explicit set of generators and relations defined in terms of the Koszul generators and relations of A.
Since A is generated by {a»} we can choose an . 
*(F, U(L), U(L))=T(L~)®E(L+)®U(L)
and Proposition 1 shows that this resolution coincides with that described by May [3, p. 131] . (3) The Steenrod algebra. Let A denote the Steenrod algebra and for simplicity let p = 2 (analogous results hold for p odd). Now A is a Koszulalgebra(see (2.2) Examples (4) and (S) and E°AÇ^Az,. Applying Theorem 3 we see that K*(Z^ A, Z%) is the differential algebra generated by {<Ti}, i>0 (<Ji dual to Sq*' ) subject to the relations: if a^2&>0 where {x} is the greatest integer less than x.
Let (E X S, ^S) be the (22\ d^-term of the Adams spectral sequence (derived from the lower 2-central series filtration) for the simplicial sphere spectrum FS [l] . It is easy to check that there is an anti-automorphism of differential ^-algebras $: (K*{Z%, A, Z 2 ), ») -* (E l S, PS)
extending the map of generators given by <r t+ i->X» (i^O).
